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sTATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. MISSOULA, MONTANA

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20. 1934

Sigma Kappa I
I Group Moves
Next Quarter

NTERING thq first floor corridor at
Main hall Friday morning we were
reminded of the new provision for stu
dent employment under the Federal
Emergency Relief loan. So many that
they lined the hallway as well as the
deans' waiting room, hopeful students
penciled and thumbed the lengthy
applications which must be filled and
approved by the selection committee
before employment is granted. We
are sorry that we were in too big a
hurry to ask to see one of the papers.
We are interested in knowing more
about what is considered in such a
selection, and how those who are in
eligible are checked. Something that
we have always considered unfair was
the fact that many students seem to
spend the check from home, hardearned as it may be there, upon clothes
and amusement, neglect their accounts
.with the State University and receive
a Job upon declaration that they are
unable to pay these. It’s all right if
In so doing they are not eliminating
someone whose actual need is greater
than their own.

E

I STORY announcing probable deXI bate activities for the coming sea
son appeared in the last Kaimln, and
It occurred to tfs at the time we read
It that few people ever consider a
varsity debate team in the same en
thusiastic light In which they consider
one of the university's athletic teams.
Nevertheless, the school’s debaters
have a much more difficult job In de
fending the State University standards
than has an athletic group. The tech
nicalities Involved In speech are much
less clearly defined than those on the
football field or the basketball floor,
and to be skilled requires work and
practice that often grows tiresome and
monotonous. It requires endless study.
It requires an adaptability of attitude.
And with all this the glory of accom
plishment and victory is confined al
most entirely to the satisfaction of the
Individual and Includes little or none
of the cheering, publicity and hullabuloo that accompanies athletic gains.
* * *

New Sigma Kappa Home

Three Hundred Sixty Applicants
Desire W ork; Ninety
Now Selected

Long the home of sororities, the
house at 539 University avenue will
again serve as a dwelling' for a
women’s social group after having
been vacant since last spring. The |
house has been purchased from Henry The ex-Delta Gamma, Alpha ( hi Omega, Alpha Phi, and Alpha Delta PI house
Turner by the Sigma Kappa sorority Is to be occnpled by the Sigma Kappa sorority by the end of winter quarter.
The house, located at 539 University avenue, Is to be completely renovated
which will move into its new quarters within the next three weeks.
at the end of winter quarter.
Painting of the outside as well as
the interior and the installation of
new fixtures are Included in the re
modeling program to be carried out
within the next three weeks.
Sigma Kappa has occupied its pres
ent home at 325 University avenue for Montana Implements and Hardware
the past three years.
Association to Meet
Banquet Is Given Under Auspices
The former Turner house was last
In Great Falls
used by Alpha Delta Pi sorority which
Of Chamber of Commerce
moved to 408 Daly avenue when school
Dean R. C. Line of the School of
And Alumni
started last fall.
Business Administration has been
“Although the University and Uni
Among the sororities which have in asked to speak before the annual
habited the new Sigma Kappa house meeting of the Montana Implement versity personnel have suffered from
are Delta Gamma, Alpha Chi Omega, and Hardware association at Great curtailment of funds, it is not the only
Falls Friday. The subject of his talk state department that has suffered,”
Alpha Phi and Alpha Delta Pi.
Sigma Kappa was founded at Colby will probably be “Retailing Under the Raymond T. Nagle, attorney-general of
Montana, told a large audience at the
college in Waterville, Maine, in 1874. New Deal.”
“I will attend the meeting provided Charter Day luncheon at the Florence
Alpha Nu chapter was installed on
this campus in 1924 when Beta Zeta, I am able to leave after my last class hotel Saturday. The luncheon was
local sorority,. was granted a charter Friday and drive to Great Falls in held under the auspices of the Mis
time for my part in the program,” . soula Chamber of Commerce and the
by the national organization.
Alumni association.
Dean Line said.
“In nearly every state department,”
Other speakers will be Sam Steph
enson, president of the First National Mr. Nagle said, "work has increased in
face
of a decrease in money and per
bank in Great Falls; Frank M. Carroll, sales manager of the Deere and sonnel. The University was not singled
Webber company, Minneapolis, Minn., out for curtailment, although it is true
Mrs. Franklin D, Roosevelt Sponsors and E. J. Skinner, -attorney for the it was hurt a little more than other
departments. The condition is probably
John Powell Series
Great Falls NRA board.
A Washington birthday program has but temporary and only temporary be
Beginning tomorrow night at 6:45 been planned by the Advertising club, cause the University has become an
o'clock the “John Powell Series of a Great Falls organization, for the adjunct and an agency of government.
"The University is not only for the
Broadcasts" will start over the N.B.C. entertainment of the guests expected
development of students, but for the
network. The programs are being for the convention.
development
of the faculty. Roosevelt
sponsored by Mrs. Franklin D. Roose
relies on his ‘brain trust', made up of
velt and will be introduced by the
college
professors,
to play an im
first lady. They are named after Mr. STATF, UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
portant part in the government of the
Powell because he is recognized as the
OVER STATION KGVO
United 9tates under the ‘New Deal.’
foremost American composer and
As the ‘New Deal’ is making easy
pianist.
Tonight 1 7:45 to 8 o’Clock.
i
acquisition
of wealth impossible, stu
He appeared here three years ago in
Ruth Wallace, Missoula, a senior dents may now turn their ambition to
two recitals, one at the high school
in the Department of English, will Iward politics.
and one in Main hall, and the sugges
read Mark Twain’s “The Jumping | "The colleges should attempt to de
tion has been made that he be invited
Frog.”
velop among their students," the at
here again on his next tour.
Dr. R. H. -Jesse of the Department | torney-general said, “an appreciation
The seven programs will appear at
of Chemistry, who was soehduled to and participation in the production of
the same hour on consecutive Wednes
speak, will be unable to fulfill the good literature, music, the plastic arts,
days and will consist of renditions of
engagement because of his FERA dramatics, all phases of physical edu
typical American folk music, folk
work.
cation and outdoor life as well as the
hymns, orchestra and chamber music.
social relationships of cultured society.
They should strive to develop adequate
leadership in these and other methods
of enriching their leisure time.
“No nation,” he concluded, “in these
times can hope to survive, to say noth
ing of progressing in the arts ahd sci
Nonpareil Confectionery Proprietor Started Show When He Offered ences, In commerce, in trade or in in
dustry, unless it Is composed of a
Forty Per Cent of Day’s Proceeds to A. S. U. M.
well-educated citizenry.” «
Mr. Nagle, who was graduated from
Varsity Vodvil ticket sales manager, Annie Evans, Roundup, has the School of Law in 1922, was pre
appointed assistant managers from the fraternities, sororities and In sented to alumni, faculty members and
dependents to handle the sales in their respective groups. They are friends of the State University by
President C. H. Clapp.

Of approximately three hundred and
sixty applicants for campus jobs under
the Federal Emergency Relief Admin
istration, about ninety went to work
today.
It is expected that the present quota
of 75 per cent-of the jobs allotted this
Institution will be filled by the end of
this week, Dr. R. H. Jesse, head of
the committee in charge of selecting
students for the jobs, said yesterday.
The maximum of 130 will probably not
be filled until next quarter as the re
maining 25 per cent of the jobs must
go to students not registered in any
college or university last quarter.
There are a large number of stu
dents who require a little work;
others must have employment until
June if they are to remain in school.
For those who require only a small
amount of work, one job will be
divided between two students with
each working two months.
Since the date for submitting appli
cations was opened last Friday the
committees in charge of the employr
ment have been selecting the candi
dates, assigning them to their jobs and
making the necessary preparations for
the successful carrying out of the
program.

Program of Music
To Be Broadcast

HIS year’s requirement for a guar
antee of 1,000 tickets from the stu
dent body, in order to secure for its
members that rate of $1.00 per ticket
for Track Meet or 00 cents for each
day’s admission, will be a rather hard
one to meet if the campus social
groups and dormitories do not vote to
stand behind the movement 100 per
cent. Our experience with the diffi
culty of collecting dues and fees this
year has made us aware of the extreme
care with which money is being ex
pended now. People would rather
wait until the time comes and take a
chance on having a Job on the field or
at the gate, or on having the rich uncle as follows: Alpha Chi Omega, Eleanor Speaker, Livingston; Alpha
or sucker cousin visiting at that time, Delta Pi, Gloria Proctor, K aH spell;^,,, —
twenty. ftmrth^ r n ,
than tq guarantee so much as a dollar IAlpha Phi, Norma Hammer Stan ord,
of Var8lty yo(lvlI
for future pleasure. But it is not en Alpha Xi Delta, Ellen Sbie ds Puttoq.
^ *
a - an )(Jea * of t)le
tirely a matter of future pleasure; it Delta Delta Delta, Virginia Hancock,
,)(|l #f 0 M. Elton, proprietor
is primarily a matter of State Univer Butte; Delta Gamma, Margaret L ord.r
' ,___<„
sity support and welfare. Though the Yellowstone Park, Wyo.; Kappa Alpha Iof the Nonpareil confectionery, who in
meet may be held for the high schools Theta, Pearl Johnson, Harlowton; December, 1911, offered the A. S. U.
of the state, it is promoted by State Kappa Delta, Marianne Erickson, Har M. 40 per cent of the store's proceeds
University officials for the purpose of lowton; Sigma Kappa, Betty Kelleher, for the day, Friday, December 8, which
was designated A. S. U. M. day at the
creating an Interest in and drawing Butte,
Nonpareil. Students were urged by
enrollment to this school. It is a cause
Alpha Tau Omega, Jerry Ragsdale, the A. S. U. M. to patronize the store
that deserves and should have the at Columbus; Delta Sigma Lambda, Har
on
that day. In commenting on the
tentive support of the students of this old- Hall, Gardiner; Phi Delta Theta,
event, the Kaimln for December 7,
campus,
Bob Lacklen, Billings; Phi Sigma 1911, calls the event “a red letter day
| Kappa, Howard Bischoff, Kalispell; in the calendar of every student of
INSTRUCTORS on this campus must ISigma Alpha Epsilon, Martin Hinna- the University,” and in a later edition
•* feel some reward for their efforts, land, Rapelje; Sigma Chi, Bob Nelson, tells how the event "marked the suc
In the prominence that has been given Great Falls; Sigma Nu, Ray Smalley, cessful launching of a custom which
Dr. Urey in the field of science. True, Roundup; Sigma Phi Epsilon, Harry cannot help but be attended with the
he is but one of many but he is not Alley, Butte.
very best results.” The occasion net
the only one, and the great acclaim
Independent men, Maurice McKay, ted the A. S. U. M. $20.90.
given him and other graduates who Spokane, Wash., and Allen Conrad,
The next year the Nonpareil made
have made recognised accomplish Laurel, and Independent women, Lena the same offer to the A. S. U. M., this
ments in their respective fields is well Bravo, Sand Coulee, and Gladys Mayo, lime promising 26 per cent of the net
worth the trouble with disinterested Missoula.
proceeds, and the Bijou theater joined
class-goers.
Kenneth Hufford, Missoula, and Eva in the spirit of the thing with a like
Lesell, Belt, will sell tickets in Main proffer. At the theater, along with a
VO U will be Interested In seeing at hall. Faculty members may obtain special picture, slides of campus
* last the water-color reproduction their tickets at the telephone booth. scenes were shown.
of the new Student Union building Students will be responsible for re
In 1913 University students ap
xhowlng the front of the building as serving their own seats, either in peared for the first time on A. 9. U.
it will look when completed. Our dividual or in blocks.
M. night, as it was known, when the
The silver loving cups that will be University male quartet was an added
most lasting impression Is one of gor
geous windows and an unusually at Igiven to the winning acts March 2, attraction at the Bijou theater. The
tractive entrance. We predict that it the night of the final show, have been net returns to the A. 9. U. M. that
will lie for many years to come the ordered and will be placed on display night were $41.
most distinctive building on this as soon as they arrive.
The next year the night was hanThiB year's seven-act production
campus.
(Continued on Page Two)

T

Nagle Talks
A t Luncheon
Charter Day

Assistant Ticket Sales Managers
A ppoin ted for Varsity Vodvil

Riedell’s Theory
Of Color Display
Is on Exhibition
Collection Has 250 Different Pieces;
Process Copyrighted
In 1923
Professor C. H. Riedell’s "Theory of
Color” is now on exhibition in the De
partment of Fine Arts. There are 260
pieces in the collection.
The process, copyrighted in 1923,
has been the work of 14 years, and is
taught by students of Rijdell at the
University of Michigan, as well as in
high schools and institutions in sev
eral eastern cities. Professor Rledell
has lectured on it in the Fogg Museum
at Harvard and at Princeton univer
sity. It was also taught by him dur
ing the years 1923 and 1924 in the
Connecticut Valley university exten
sion series at Springfield, Greenfield
and Pittsfield, Mass.
Color music and color Itself depends
upon a vibratory sensation of from
350,000,000,000 per second: to 750,000,000,000, as compared to the tonal vi
brations which vary from 60 a second
to 32,000 a second. Because of this
there is as yet relatively little appre
ciation of color music, as displayed
on seven color organs at the Chicago
World's fair.

No. 35

Many Apply CONTESTANTS READY
For Federal j
FOR OPENING GONG
Relief Jobsl

Remodeling Program Is Planned
For Favorite Domicile
Of Sororities

S ta te Hardware
Convention Asks
L in e to S p e a k

VOLUME XXXIII.

Women’s Clubs
Sponsor Recital
By J. B. Crowder
Program Arranged for this Sunday
Consists of Classical
Plano Mnslc
John Crowder of the 8chool of
Music will appear in recital Sunday,
February 25, at 4 o’clock in the Main
hall auditorium. The program is spon
sored by the Business and Profes
sional Women’s club, the Women’s
club and the A. A. U. W., and tickets
are being sold by them for 40 and 26
cents.
There will be but one more musical
program this quarter, that of the
Girls’ Glee club on March 8.
Mr. Crowder’s program is;
Chorale ................................Bach-Beuer
Sonata, opus 78 .................... Beethoven
Contra-Dances ...................... Schumann
Two Etudes ................................. Chopin
Lullaby .........................................Chopin
The Evening in Granada.......Debussy
Reflections in the Water.........Debussy
Dream of Love ...............
Liszt
Hungarian Rhapsodic, No. 2 .........Liszt

Increase Shown
In Campus Illness

AT M CLUB TONIGHT

Twenty-six Survivors of Eliminations Struggle for Athletic Trophy
Now Held By Prendergast, Butte; First Gass Show
Guaranteed By Sports Manager Vidro
Tonight will see the termination of several months’ training on the
part of 2 6 contestants when they will wrestle and box for the Uni
versity championships in the men’s gymnasium at 8 o’clock. “We
are sure that this year’s tournament will be the best ever staged,” said
—------ ^Augie Vidro, manager of the sports
carnival. "With the array of talent
Television to Be
composing the card, students and
townspeople are guaranteed a first
Shallenberger’s Iclass
show.” The challengers are
SuDlCCt
Toniffht!su
rTlvors of a grilling series of elim*
®
j illations which have been in progress
the last few weeks. Holdover cham
and Future of Discovery pions were not required to compete
Will Be Discussed
in the eliminations.
In Lecture
Enthusiasm is running high among
the participants and the challengers
r. G. D. Bhallenberger will lecture are looking forward to the chance to
on "Television" in Main hall auditor knock the champions from their
ium at 8 o’clock tonight. This is to thrones. An added Incentive to the
be the seventh lecture in the series fighters is the presentation of the M
that is being sponsored by the Public club trophy to the contestant who
Exercises committee. There is no ad shows the best fighting ability and
mission charge and the public is in sportsmanship in winning his bout.
vited..
The trophy was won last year by Bob
Television, once regarded as an im Prendergast, present boxing instruc
possibility, is now a reality of the lab tor.
Noral WhittinghlU won the
oratory if not of the home. It has trophy two years ago.
grown out of the ingenius combination
Veterans Take Fart
of perhaps a dozen fundamental sci
Fight fans were given a taste of
entific discoveries, the most important what the tournament would be like
of which will be reviewed by Dr. 8hal- Friday night when Hubert Zemke and
lenberger in his talk.
Roy Babich fought an exhibition be
The history, the present state of de tween halves of the Bobcat-Grizzly
velopment, and some of the possi game. Zemke is the present state
bilities as to the future of television amateur
middleweight
champion,
will also be discussed. In addition while Babich was the former heavythere will be a demonstration of some welghHchamplon. Both boys will par
of the features and processes used in ticipate in the tournament.
the practice of television such as the
Among the fighters participating
photo electric cell, the scanning disc, will be several champions who are
the neon light and others.
veterans of tournament fire. Rex
Henningsen will defend his title for
COLLOQUIUM IS POSTPONED
the second time. His fight with Niewoehner promises to be one of the
Colloquium, which was to meet headliners. Zemke, Virgil 9tephens,
Wednesday, February 21, has been Jack Cougill, Bob Meyers and Dick
postponed until further notice because Karnes have all fought under tourna
Dr. N. J. Lennes, professor of mathe ment conditions. Many titles are wide
matics, who was to head the meeting, open for the boxers and wrestlers. The
is serving on Judge A. L. Duncan’s failure of many of the champions to
jury.
return to school split the usual pro
cedure of defending champions fight
ing to retain their crowns and acted
All music for Varsity Vodvil must as a spur to the challengers to fighj
be turned In to Dick Shaw or Les in the tournament
Smith by 4 o’clock Friday or ar
M Club to Officiate
rangements for It should be made
As usual the ring will be set in the
by that time.
middle of the gym with the ringside
History

(Continued on Page Three)

State University Observes Charter
Day With Program, Game, Dance
Governor Frank H. Cooney Gives Address in Main Hall Auditorium
For Birthday Celebration
Governor Frank H. Cooney spoke on “ The Relation of the State to

Report of Health Office Shows More
the University” in the closing Charter Day observance which was held
Sickness Than Last Year
Whether the warm weather during
the last January has brought a highly
developed case of spring fever to Mon
tana's campus is not known, but the
health report for that month shows
nearly a fifty per cent increase in
sickness as for the same period last
year.
For the men there were 423 visits
to the office, 306 colds and minor ills,
67 dressings, 51 were referred to doc
tors, 14 sent to the^infirmary, 60 visits
to infirmary, five sent to hospital, 28
visits to the hospital and five visits to
the homes.
The women's ills were fewer, with
328 visits to the office, 242 colds and
minor ills, 30 dressings, 31 referred to
doctors, 30 sent to infirmary, 90 visits
to infirmary, four sent to the hospital,
16 visits to the hospital, 10 visits to
the homes and two appendectomy
operations.

on the State University campus last Saturday. It was the forty-first
anniversary of the University. An audience of faculty, alumni and

townspeople heard the program HU
ifunds would permit for the carrying
Main hall auditorium.
out of these purposes.
President C. H. Clapp introduced | “While the State does not in any
Governor Cooney. The program was | sense look upon its provision of eduopened with the overture from “The i cational advantages as a financial
Barber of Seville,” played by the Uni itransaction nor exacts any promise of
versity Symphony orchestra under the repayment from the student, there is
direction of Prof. A. H. Weisberg. Inone the less a moral obligation im
Dean DeLoss Smith led the audience, posed upon the recipient of the State’s
in singing “Montana, My Montana” j favor. In return for the priceless gem
and "America.”
of knowledge which it places at the
Following the program the Grizzlies | disposal of the student it Is justified
engaged the Bobcats in a special Char i in feeling that there will come to the
ter Day game and the all-University State a compensating contribution to
mixer after the game concluded the its welfare, In some avepue of human
day's celebration.
endeavor.
Governor Cooney said in part:
Open to Both Sexes
“It would be most interesting to
“It is good to reflect that from the
know how many people in Missoula day of its chartering it was decreed
41 years ago were optimistic enough that the University should be open to
to dream that the Infant University of (both sexes. Long before the insistent
Montana would expand into the proud clamor for equal suffrage, long before
institution in which we are gathered any but the most hopeful of the cru
GRADUATE IS APPOINTED
today.
saders for that cause believed that
TO POSITION IN OHIO
Montana Has Done Well
equal rights would be an accomplished
‘•From tbe momentous day on which fact ear,y 1n the twentIeth century,
Robert Nelson, a graduate from the the Btate set its seal upon the charter | y le builders 0£ this Institution held
Department of English in 1931, has of the University to this good moment
belief that a co-educational school
been appointed district assistant of Montana has done well by its chief
Iwould prove best for state and stuEdgewater District of Associated stltutlon of learning, tbe keystone 'n Ident. Here the boy and the girl meet
Charities in Cleveland, O. After fin Ihe arch of the structure of higher iQn colnmon ground and, within the
ishing a 21-month training course at education, In the beginning its object llimits dictated by fairness and the best
the Cleveland School of Social Serv was declared to be ’instruction and jU(jg,nent 0f those who have studied
ice, he held a position as a senior I education in all the departments °f Ithe problems of youth, have equal
visitor in the associated charities until science, literature, art, Industrial and part jn the social side of college life
his recent promotion. He is working | professional pursuits, and in 4ke | wblch is by no means unimportant in
for his professional degree in Social i years that have followed the State L|le fitting of the student for the day
Service work at present.
j has provided as generously as its |
(Continued on P a te Four)
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Man at the Keyhole
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, February 23
Residence Halls ............................................................................. Formals

Saturday, February 24
Minor Sports C a rn iv a l..................................................Men s Gymnasium

Fingerprint Chief
Manager Appoints
At Rioting “Pen”
Vodvil Assistants
(Continued from Page One)
W as “ U ” M an
W. H. Trumann, chief of the Bureau
of Identification at the Washington
State penitentiary, was chief clerk of
the R.O.T.C. and sergeant instructor
at the State University from 1920 to
1925.
February 12, 40 armed and rioting
convicts tried to escape from the state
prison at Walla Walla, Wash. Truman
and several other officials were in the
chief turnkey’s office when a band of
convicts, led by Frank Butler, over
powered them. The convicts chained
their captors together and as they
marched them out the gate the guards
on the wall commenced firing. A bul
let whizzed past Truman’s head and
„Buster„ clark_ 3ent up for mnrder

died under the same arrangement but
with still more students appearing on
the program. These included a Sigma
Nu quartet with "ballads on local sub
jects,” a Sigma Chi string instrument
trio, and a skit, “Tubbing a Frosh,”
by Iota Nu (Phi Sigma Kappa).

At the Fraternities and Sororities
J. B. Speer, Prof, and Mrs. C. W.
Following that performance the first
Willette Wilcox of Butte was a Waters and Mrs. C. B. Avery were the
attempt at an organized program was
week-end guest at the Sigma Kappa chaperons. Dorothy Knight was a
made, and in 1915 A. S. U. M. night
guest at the party. Phi Delta Theta’s
house.
J. STANLEY HILL__________ ___________ 1------------------- Editor
featured a show only, given by the
MABELLE WILLARD_________________________Assistant Editor
Donald Holmquist and Ray Woods Novelty dance was also given Friday
students. Among the things on the
evening.
The
Winter
Garden
was
the
were Sunday dinner guests at the
program were a boxing match and the
ROBERT E. JONES____________________ — Bhslness Manager
scene of the party and Buck Stowe’s
Sigma Phi Epsilon house.
first appearance of the quartet from
orchestra played. Chaperons included
the State University Glee club.
Jessie Powell spent the week-end at
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Deiss, Mr. and Mrs.
In 1917 a show which had been
her home in Fort Benton.
Dick Hale and Mr. and Mrs. Stillman
scheduled for May 4 was cancelled
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Koch were dinner
Will Blood Settle It?
Bp YALE, JR.
Ross.
less than a week before appearance
guests at the Delta Sigma Lambda
Vienna— what pictures are brought to mind by the vision of
Members of Phi Sigma Kappa enterbecause the acts had been broken up
house Sunday.
Vienna! There Mozart wrote some of his best music, there artists SEEN THROUGH TnE KEYHOLE
Sunday dinner guests at the Delta tained at Coffee Dan’s at the Mount from Walla Walla, was shot down in by boys enlisting for the war- or go
Sentinel
Community
club.
Prof,
and
ing to farms to aid in the work.
have starved in garrets; army officers have graced brilliant balls and Calo Crowley appearing in a cos Delta Delta house included Dorothy
back of him.
Mrs. Harry Turney-High and Mr. and
Varsity Vodvil was the title given
beautiful women have come from Vienna. Not long ago it was the tume representing the song, “Who” Rogers and Mary Helen Rogers.
Truman
came
to
the
University
in
Mrs. Andrew Cogswell served as chap
the show in 192(1 when it appeared as
frontier of Western civilization. Polish people are keenly aware that . . . Ken Dull anil Jerry Busey taking Bill Honnald visited friends in Kal- erons, and Nat Allen's orchestra 1920 and left in 1925, because he
a
seven-act performance at the Lib
up only half of the sidewalk.. . Spring ispell over the week-end.
it was a Polish king who stopped the invading Mohammedans at Fords appearing very early this year. Bill Boone of Deer Lodge was a played. An informal dance at the Old thought he had better chances for pro erty theater. The acts were still not
motion
at
Fort
Warren
in
Cheyenne,
Vienna. Tall, steepled churches remain to tell the story of the religious . . . Margaret Rutherford returning to dinner guest at the Phi Delta Theta Country club was given by Sigma Nu
handled exclusively by the campus
fraternity. Prof, and Mrs. G. D. Shal- Wyo. While here, he made many social groups, but also included the
conflicts that were waged between the East and the West. And now the campus for an extended week-end. house Sunday.
lenberger and Mr. and Mrs. Brice friends. Sergeant Maywood Kirkwood, University quartet and the University
Pledges
of
Kappa
Alpha
Theta
were
.
.
.
Peejay
Malone
getting
Initiated
In
we read that Vienna is like a capital besieged by an invading army.
assistant in the Department of Mili
Art league.
a tux. . . . Herb Brandenburg manag dinner guests of the actives, at the Toole chaperoned. Vic Shaholm'B or
Since the war, Vienna has been under the guidance of the Socialist ing to get back to "Missoulie" for-the house Monday. Miss Catherine White chestra furnished the music. Satur tary Science, said that when anyone In 1921 the acts were sponsored by
day, members of Sigma Chi fraternity met Truman they never forgot him, the different groups and a silver cup
party. The huge housing project which, the Socialists have successfully Big Fracas. . . . Angle Yldro, Monte was also a guest.
as he was liked by everyone. The
carried out has overshadowed all other accomplishments of the ad Robertson and Bill Hawke advertising William Wade, Dick and Tom Fox, were hosts at a dinner at the Florence fingerprint expert is a good teller of was offered by the A. S. U. M. to the
ministration. In its effort to make life pleasant for the masses, it has everything from free food to "pants Frank Wilson, Walter Brissenden of hotel followed by dancing at the Loy stories. Kirkwood says of him, “He best of ten acts presented. The Sigma
ola gymnasium. President and Mrs.
Chis won the cup with a dance skit,
established free kindergartens, free hospitalization and a new system pressed here.” . . . Grizzly Basketball Helena, and Bob Parmenter of Hamil C. H. Clapp, Dean Harriet Rankin could hear a story one week and tell
“A Little of This, and a Little of
Team deserving every honor that a ton were week-end guests at the
it
to
you
a
month
later
almost
word
of schooling which aims to teach by doing, rather than by reading student body can bestow upon it Alpha Tau Omega house.
Sedman, Prof, and Mrs. F. C. Scheuch
That.”
from books. Vienna is called a world city— nationals from every because of its victories over the Margaret Rutherford of Great Falls were the chaperons. Walter Dean's for word.” Prof. E. A. Atkinson of the Since that time Varsity Vodvil has
Department of Psychology once said
country in the world meet there. Like Paris it is a center of learning Bobcats. . . . Bob Stansberry getting is a guest at the Delta Gamma house orchestra playedcontinued as an annual tradition of
to Truman in a joking manner, “I will
the State University. There are now
and culture. And now all js threatened by the destructive implements a ride home from the “Little Man." this week.
pay you a dollar an hour to tell me
two cups offered for the winning
Thursday dinner guests at the
Alpha Xi Delta Initiation
. . . Juck Chapman doing a solitaire
of war.
stories, so that I can tell them in my
men’s and women’s acts. Last year’s
riding act in the bns. . . . Chaw Shee Sigma Alpha Epsilon house were Alpha Xi Delta held formal initia classes.”
The whole world is divided into those who are nationalists and those han and Bocaccio Dean attempting Frank Shaw and Lynn Brance. *
cups were won by Kappa Alpha Theta,
tion early Sunday morning for Thelma
who are internationalists. Vienna is not alone. In Japan students something short of arson. . . . Ben Peggy O’Neil and Helen Bondie of Ellefson of Iowa Falls, Iowa, and Truman stayed at Fort Warren for presenting “L’Amour Toujour” and
kill outspoken internationalists, in France no one knows which side has Taylor and Gene Davis playing cham Kalispell were dinner guests at the Catherine S. Harris of Thompson two years and was then transferred to Phi Delta Theta, with “Whereas,
the Coast artillery. After remaining Henceforth, and Hereafter."
the upper hand and in the United States we are becoming more and bermaid to the University Track.. . . Alpha Chi Omega house Saturday.
Falls. A banquet followed at the
there for some time he gave up army
more nationalistic. Let us hope that Vienna is not for long to be the Roy Bell looking for “Little Nnbblns.” Week-end guests at the Phi Sigma Florence hotel at which Juanita Ar life and went to work for the police
. . . Snake Jackson watching a fake Kappa house were James Rogers, Hel mour was toastmistress. Speakers in
battleground of Austria’s political strife. All the glory will have been shooting.
ena; Lynott Horan, Butte; Roderick cluded Thelma Ellefson, Velma Clark, department at Spokane, Wash. He was
for naught if peaceable means are not found soon for deciding whether
Chisholm, Havre,’ Herbert Branden Louise Geyer and Rita Mercer. Cath- transferred from there to Walla Walla,
Austria is to be a part of world endeavor or is to be a fear-ridden little
burg, Miles City; Vernon Erickson, eryn Schabel played a piano solo. where he is chief of the identification
Well, Well, Well! After receiving
Florence; Raymond Kennedy, Belt; Guests included Mrs. J. T. Ritchie, bureau today. At present, Truman has
nation among other like nations.
that disheartening letter from the
Scabbard and Blade, national honor
a force of 14 working under him.
‘Little Man,” it was certainly a pleas Don Foss, Hamilton; Irving Stillings, Mrs. W. L. Murphy and Mrs. A. S.
ary military fraternity, will hold for
ant surprise to find him right on the Poison; Louis Cameron, Robert Clark Merrill.
mal initiation Friday evening, Febru
Kay Dunn of Deer Lodge was the
Have We Been Caught Short?
job again both Saturday and Sunday: and Henry Hendrickson, Kalispell.
ary 23, at the Officers’ club at Fort
Marion Morse was a Sunday dinner week-end guest of the Alpha Xi Delta
First Pharmacy Graduate
Missoula.
Is spring here? The warm weather of the past week seems to have mornings. He didn’t seem at all guest at the Theta house.
house.
Sends
Picture
of
School
tired; in fact he looked to us as
There will he a formal dancing
instilled in students of the State University a longing for those activi
Dinner guests at the Sigma Nu Week-end guests at the Sigma Chi
though he was thoroughly enjoying
party after the initiation at which re
ties which usually are prominent only during spring quarter. Co-eds his little job. You know, at first we house Sunday included Bill and Ernest house included Gus Link of Billings,
“I dedicate this picture — the
freshments
will be served. The party
as well as male students at the University may be seen at nearly any were a bit frightened when he started Rand and Jphn Gravelle.
Frank Flanagan of Great Falls and first one taken of the class room
is in honor of the new student mem
hour of the day roller skating on the streets of Missoula. Hiking trips haunting us but now its getting to be Miss Anne Platt, Wanlyn Johnson, Alex Cunningham of Helena.
the first year of the school, from
bers
who
will
be initiated that night,
Dorothy Eastman, Mary Cornwell,
the first graduate,” was the mes
are not uncommon and the Library steps are once more the gathering almost a habit to look behind us and Dorothy Russell and Helen Butka
as well as five faculty members who
see
him.
Of
course
it
isn’t
as
bad
a
sage written on the back of a
Archihaid-Ahem
will also be initiated.
place for idle students.
habit as getting under his influence, were guests at the Alpha Delta Pi
Lucretia Archibald, daughter of Mr. small picture Dean C. E. Mollett
Characteristic of the winter quarter, usually, is the high grade point but it just seems nicer now that we house for dinner Sunday.
of the School of Pharmacy re
|
and
Mrs.
Harold
Archibald
of
Great
SPRING DINNER DANCE
average for the entire student body. It is the period in which students know who he is and what he stands Don Cowles spent the week-end with | "
Falls, who was graduated from the ceived Wednesday. The photo
IS PLANNED BY DRUIDS
Jack Martin at his home in Ronan,
with a low average “crack" books in order to bolster a weak grade r.—Look for him next week!
graph of the first School of Phar
Governor Frank Cooney was a din-1 p*ate University in 1930, was married
macy, which was established at
point average. Other students study during winter quarter so that
The Druids held their bi-weekly
ner guest at the Delta Gamma house Iin Great FaUs Saturday, February 17,
FREE COKE SECTION
meeting ’last week at the home of Tom
Saturday.
Jf° Edward V. Ahern. Ahern was for- the State College in Bozeman in
they may build up their grades in order that they will be able to
1907, was sent by Paul Mitchell,
Today’s FREE COKE has to be put
Swearingen. Plans were made con
partake in the many activities spring quarter offers.
Bob and Les Sheridan spent th e |merly ot HeIena’ but is now county
in -the plural or else be served with week-end at their home in Butte.
cerning the Druid spring dinner dance
Iattorney ot Hill county. The couple the first graduate of the school.
However, with only three weeks left until the end of winter quarter,
The School of Pharmacy in
two straws—for the sacrifice made by
and general bnsln'ess took up the
it seems that many students are “jumping the gun.” The warm Kathleen FitzGerald and Boh Schell is Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma Iwi« make thelr llome ln Havre. Mrs. Bozeman was housed in two base major portion of the meeting.
Kappa house were Ruth Zeh, Dorothy IAbern *s a member of Kappa Kappa
ment rooms of the former Chem
weather should act as a-stimulus for better grades; as it is certain deserving of most anything. Remem Dee Miller and Dorothy Deibel.
Gamma sorority.
Jack Hinman, Rapelje, gave a short
istry building there. Its total
talk on “Grazing Reconnaissance in
that when spring arrives officially there will be plenty of time for ber, Bob and Katie, that it is pretty Week-end guests at the Sigma Phi
class equipment was two text
Alpha Tan Omega Initiation
Forest Service.” This was the second
hiking, picnics and other spring activities. And, too, -perhaps next high up—and farther down. Mind Epsilon house included Harold Marchyon now, don’t fall off or yon wiU ion, Charles Bennett and Gilbert Alpha Tau Omega fraternity ini books and two compound micro
of a series of lectures to be given by
year we can plan ahead for this new Montana climate.
scopes. When the picture was
have to pay for yonr own cokes. Step Holmberg of Anaconda.
tiated 10 members Sunday morning,
the students concerning actual work
taken in 1907 there were six stu
up and get one apiece.
they have done in the field.
The
initiates
are
William
Freebourn,
Bunny O’Leary, who was a week-end
dents
enrolled.
Later
the
School
guest at the Delta Gamma house, re Robert Prendergast, Richard Brome
On With the Show!
We still claim that Bing Crosby is turned to Great Falls Sunday.
and Henry Lowney, Butte; P. J. Ma of Pharmacy was moved to Mis
ROLLER SKATES
According to all reports, Varsity Vodvil will be one of the finest good. (Willard, Stearns and Guthrie Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Meagher of Great lone, Billings; Oliver Lien, Brockton; soula and became a part of the
$1.45
State University.
shows in years. In the tryouts, exceptional talent was discovered and please note).
Falls, Milton Bilsland, Carl WIttmeier Jerry Ragsdale, William Smith, Co
Ball bearing. Easy running. Keep
Mr. Mitchell, sender of the rare
the acts promise to be good ones. •
and Tom Ogle were dinner guests at lumbus, and Haveland Jensen, Marvin
your health strong by proper ex
photograph, now lives in Los An
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
ercise on a pair of skates from
the Sigma- Alpha Epsilon house Sun Smoot, Missoula.
Hi-Jinx left a rather unfavorable impression on its audience last
geles, Calif. He has continued his
Shinny thing, this interviewing—we day.
BARTHEL HARDWARE
autumn quarter, making the new students a-bit wary of patronizing sometimes have to work, work and
pharmaceutical
work
since
his
Province President Visits
James' Murphy and Attorney Gen
Next Door to Montana Power
another University show. But Hi-Jinx and Varsity Vodvil are not to then keep on working to get someone eral Ray Nagle were Saturday dinner Miss Maxine Blake ot Seattle, prov first job at the Paxon Rockefeller
company
in
Butte,
in
1910.
be compared. The former is an all-University production, while the to even say a word. But, miracles of guests at the Phi Sigma Kappa house. ince president ot Alpha Delta Pi sor
latter is a competititive show put on by the fraternity, sorority and miracles, today Roger Grattan came Mark Waddell was a Friday dinner ority, arrived in Missoula Sunday
afternoon. At 5 o’clock Sunday she
unning up all breathless and poked guest at the (Sigma Nu house.
Independent groups.
I Have them cleaned and pressed j
to be interviewed! (Pause here for Virginia Cooney returned to Mis- was a guest at an informal tea given in FORMER GRIZZLY STAR
T for early season wear. Call us for f
Tryouts are always held before the final show to eliminate all but numerous gasps of amazement.)
IS CAMPUS VISITOR I reasonable rates.
soula Monday after spending Sunday Iller honor at tbe chapter home. Miss
•
the very best acts. In this way, a most original and most excellent Q. What do you dislike the most?
at her home in Helena.
Blake left for the East Monday.
show is secured. And we hear that this year’s Varsity Vodvil is much A. Spinach.
Gil Porter, who was graduated from
Clifford Gribble is a guest at the
Phone 2568
i
Corbin llall
the State University School of Busi
better than last year s some of this year s eliminated Acts exceeding Q. At what other occupation would Sigma Phi Epsilon house. .
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Ekegren of I Marf>aret Rutherford was the Friday ness Administration in 1923, was a
last year s final acts. We advise that you don’t let any impression of you like to work?
A. A mounted policeman, by gosh. Helena and Mr. and Mrs. Edward *uncheon guest of Jane Sanders.
campus visitor yesterday. Mr. Porter
Hi-Jinx prevent you from seeing one of the best and most original
Q. What is yonr favorite food?
Pinkney of Poison were Sunday din-1 Marie Christian spent the week-end
now a resident of Los Angeles,
SPECIAL RATES to STUDENTS
Varsity Vodvils in years.”
A. I sorta like to eat cream puffs ner guests at the Phi Sigma Kappa at he‘ llome in ButteCalif., and is in Montana on a busi
FOR the MARCH ISSUE of
house.
Katherine Bangs of Havre was a ness trip for a San Francisco import
cause they’re so squashy.
Q. Wlmt is your favorite radio pro Sunday dinner guests at the Kappa week'end SHest at Corl)in hall.
ing firm. He is a former Grizzly ath
gram?
To Buy or Not to Buy
Kappa Gamma house included Gene-1 Jane Gulhrle was the luncheon guest letic star, winner of letters in football,
Bing Crosby, Gee, I wish I could veive Clary, Jane Bowman and June of Dorothy Griffin on Saturday.
basketball, track and baseball.
Advertising is the main support of any paper. Circulation builds up
sing like him.
Doris Albert spent the week-end in|
Blankenhorn of Great Falls and Pa
Single Copies............ 20c
sale of advertising and advertising should build for circulation. No
Butte
visiting
friends.
Q. What is your pet peeve?
1-Year Subscription. ..$1
tricia and Mr. Halloran of Anaconda.
matter how large or how small the paper is, or where it is published, A. Guys that bum my cigarettes and Katherine Kirkpatrick of Butte and Virginia Hancock was the Saturday
On sale Wednesday and Thurs
KNIT DRESSES
advertising is the life blood of the journalistic profession.
specially my car.
Margaret Murray of Bozemau were dinner guest ot Sara Miles.
day, Feb. 21 and 22, ln
We’re selling ours for
the Library.
Fannie Warne spent the week-end
Q. Wlmt Is yonr Idea of a perfect week-end guests at the Alpha Phi
Consequently it is up to the students of the University to support
One-half
Price
girl?
at her home In Butte.
house.
Copies
can also be obtained at
their paper by patronizing the advertisers to the fullest extent pos
the Associated Students Store on
Olga Wik was the dinner guest of
The little honey that I hung my Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
ART & GIFT SHOP
sible. Aftej^all there is a quantity of money spent and it is only right pin on.
and after these dates.
tii house included Mary Beth Mc Evelyn Juel on Saturday.
Near the Wilma
that the business men who support the campus newspaper should Q- Wlmt experience do you espeDr. and Mrs. C. H. Clapp were Sat
Kenzie, Eloise Ruffcorn and Louise
expect campus support in return.
lnlly remember?
urday dinner guests at Corbin hall.
Clark.
Miss Freda Fllgeman of Helena was
It should be clear in the minds of all students that the Kaimin is not A. The night I got my first kiss.
a
week-end guest at Corbin hall.
Boy-o-boy-o-boy.
'
Week-end
Dances
the property of the School of Journalism, but the medium of the
N E W W IL M A
Dances given by the various soror-| Grace O’Rourke was the Suiidi
R I A L T O
<!• Wlmt do you do in yonr spare
Associated Students’ organization. It is a vital contact between stu time ?
ities and fraternities last week-end ner suest of Bernice O’Rourke.
dents and faculty that must be maintained.
|
LAST TIMES TODAY!
LAST TIMES TONIGHT!
A. Beef.
In the last analysis, the success of the Kaimin depends on the re Q. Wlmt Is your pick of popular Delta entertained at a fireside at the
Marion Davies and
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
songs i
hapter home Friday evening. Chap- Katherine Bangs.
action of the students to one of their own institutions.
— In —
E
Bing Crosby in
A. "Cinderella’s Fella."
erons were Mrs. Maude Betterton, I Kathleen I-Iarriga
--------- ,_________ _____________
“The Dark Hazard”
Q. Who Is yonr favorite movie ac Miss Fay Healy and Mr. A. J. Lewan- dinner guest of Barbara Chappie,
”
A worthwhile mind works constructively. A worthwhile life is a tress?
dowski. Members of Kappa Delta
constructive force, so much interested in helping along what is good | A. Well, Marlon Davies, but my girl sorority were hostesses at a formal at
North Hall
E
WEDNESDAY to FRIDAY!
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
that it is hardly conscious of evil. And constructiveness brings is as good looking as she is. ,f
he Florence hotel with music by Ray
happiness.
1
ANN HARDING
Beaudette’s orchestra. Mr. and Mrs. 1
FREE CIGARETTES! ! !
=
— In —
-In —
This part of the column we are that tills is a farce. The Free Coke | day din"er guest ot Wllamet Matsen,
E
“The Right to Romance”
Here s a suggestion for your office wall— a sign reading: “ Life is going to set aside for all would-be
tion wasn’t and neither will this |
“
made up of time and the person who takes my time takes my life.” poets Here is the idea—On every
Now everyone get busy and turn
COMING SATURDAY!
Richard Lake, Judith Gap, has been §
Friday the “Man at the Keyhole” will
’’
poems at the Student Store [•ranging the phases of the University
JAY C. FLIPPEN
One of the Biggest Langh Hits
And what if an unexpected blizzard were to ruin the pleasure of personally (get that) give a package
the box -that will be hanging just Iradio
E
And
His
.
’
18
People
Stage
Show
In Months! See It!
roller skates? Perhaps they’d just wait until “ spring” came along! I of cigarettes to the one who turns in [inside the door -Remember every F; ment of English is connected.
the best poem. Now don’t get the idea | day
| a senior in that department.
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
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Scabbard and Blade
Will Hold Initiation

SPRING SUITS

Harry’s Tailor Shop

The Frontier
and Midland

| “Going Hollywood

Lee Tracy

Advice to the
Lovelorn
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State University Quint Tops Rivals in Two Games
Grizzly Club Cops Lead
In State Basketball Race
Defeating Bobcats Twice

A. T. 0. Club Forestry Team
Telegraph
Wins League Wins
Mfeet From Iowa
Hoop Crown

Famous Negroes
May Show Here
Against Grizzlies

The Grizzlies now have a substan-1 challengers will terminate a long
tial lead in the state hoop race, hav-1 period of training and eliminations hy
ing downed the Bobcats by close fighting for their crowns in the bigThe Forestry Rifle team of the State
Harlem Globe Trotters May Bring
scores in two games last week-end. gest minor sports carnival of the year.
University defeated the Forestry Rifle
Hoop Sqnad That Is Noted
team
of the Iowa State college at
The first contest gave the fans plenty
o-o
Leaders Defeat Phi Delta Theta
For Clowning Act
Ames, Iowa, in a telegraphic meet held
of thrills until the Grizzly club came
Two headliners will be on the card
In Playoff Game to Cop'
State University Wins Two Thrillers By 36-33 and 40-38 Margins
last Wednesday. The Montana for
out ahead by a 36-33 margin, but the
Interfrat Title
Efforts are being made by State second fray provided more thrills than this year, both of them fighting for
For First Sweep in Home Series Since 1922; Teams
esters gave the Iowans a severe
University championships. Hub
University officials to arrange a game have been seen here for quite some State
Meet Again at Bozeman in March
trouncing, defeating them by 161
Zenike> who is the no-pound chamIn the playoff for the Interfratern points.
between the Grizzlies and the Harlem time, the Grizzlies copping a 40-38
pion for the state of Montana, will ity basketball league title last night,
Globe Trotters to be played eithei decision.
defend his middleweight crown this the Alpha Tau Omega five defeated ' Lincoln Landall, Brockton, Mass.,
A fighting, clawing band of Grizzlies sent the State College Bobcats Thursday or Friday evening in Mis
o-o
year, and Roy Babich will hit the the Phi Delta Theta quintet by a one- and Howard Doyle, Atlanta, Ga., were
back to Bozeman smarting under the sting of two successive defeats, soula. The Globe Trotters, who boast
the high scorers of the meet, each re
They now have until March 2 and'3 tournament to bid for the Grizzly
point margin, winning 20-19. The
the first game of the series ending 36 to 33 and Saturday’s encounter one of the most outstanding quints in to get ready for the next series against
ceiving a total of 360 points. Richheavy title. Babich is the Rocky moun
also finding the University triumphant, 40 to 38. Not since 1922 have the country, have been filling engage theTBobcats at Bozeman. The Grizzlies tain amateur heavyweight champion, game was one of the fastest played in man was high for the Iowa foresters
the Greek letter league this season.
ments in several cities of Montana,
the Grizzlies won both games from$with 334 points.
will have to win one of those two
o-o
The Phi Delts started the scoring in
and they may be able to include Mis
thelr arch-rivals at home and eight
The following is the box scored
games there to cinch the state title,
The rest of the hoys, whether they the opening minutes of play and gar
soula in their trip.
years have'elapsed since the Bobcats
University of Montana—
but it seems to be the best chance
nered
three
points
before
the
A.
T.
O.s
he
champions
or
not,
will
be
mixing
In
the
event
that
the
team
is
have relinquished their hold on the
Pr. Sit. Kn. St. Total
Team
they have had for some time,
gloves to the best of their ability, and got going. By half time, the count
brought here, the students of the
state title. But one more victory for
o-o
Landall ........ 97 94 82 87 360
none of the fights will lack appeal for was 8-5 in favor of the winners, and
State University will be charged 15
the University must be garnered from
Doyle ....... .... 94 92 93 81 360
It
will
also
be
the
best
chance
they
the bloodthirsty fans. The card starts they were not headed again through
cents for admission, the funds being
the Cats to clinch the championship
Peterson ...... 93 95 83 77 348
divided between the two teams.- The will have for some time in the future, at 8 o’clock and the seats will he in out the game. At one time the A. T. 0.
and mark the close of the most sue-1
Lumby ..... .... 97 92 81 76 346
for these stars such as Doyra, demand.
club was ahead, 17-7, but a strong Phi
Harlemites
demand
50'
per
cent
of
the
cesstul basketball season in history.
Sheldon ....— 98 90 81 69 338
Stebbins,
Taylor
and
Vavich
are
play
Delt rally in the last four minutes of
o-o
gate reecipts, and the State Univer
Both games of the series saw the
ing their first year of basketball at
play put the game on a two-point mar-]
Bobcats start far in front and the New Intramural Record Is Set By sity would get the other 50 per cent, the State College. What will they be Close upon the heels of the M Club
...1752
Total .....
gin.
A gift toss by Nelson gave the
which
would
be
used
to
help
send
the
Tournament will be the annual minor
Ramskill, Suchy, Severy,
Grizzlies battling against a tremen
Iowta State college—;
winners a three-point lead, and a long
Grizzly relay team to the Drake or like In two or three years?
sports
meet
between
the
State
Univerdous height advantage in an uphill
Pr. Sit. Kn. St. Total
Team
Thomas, Kessler
o-o
j sity and the State College. Boxing, Ithrow by Noyes, Phi Delt, as the final
Kansas relays this spring.
fight to victory. Young, renowned
Jimmy Young, the tall Bobcat pivot wrestling and swimming will fill the whistle blew, ended the fracas, 20-19. Rlchman ..... 95 85 86 68 334
Professional Team
Bobcat center, was held to two field
The Faculty defeated the Phi Delta
man, looked good when he was pass program, and titles In every one of | Bssney and Freebourne of the win- Newville ....... 83 90 71 77 321
goals the first night, but managed to Theta bowling team three straight
The Harlem Globe Trotters have ing the ball, but it took the second
Hatch ...... .... 88 90 82 69 319
break loose Saturday evening for 15 games in the Sunday morning round one of the most outstanding profes game to bring out his ability as a bas those events will make the meet a very ners and Noyes and Lacklen of the Strat ........ .... 87 88 31 56 311
losers were the outstanding perform
points to go into a tie with his team of the Intramural Bowling league to sional teams in the country, each ket shooter. Pete Vavich showed un interesting one for the participants
Tustison ..... 97 84 51 74 306
ers on the floor.
mate, Vavich, and Heller and Erick retain the leadership of the league. In player on the squad being a past canny ability to sink his pitches with and the fans.
East Win£ won from West Wing by
o-o
son of the Grizzlies for high point the second game of the series the Fac master at the art of basketball. The accurate overhead shots, and proved
...1691
Total ...
forfeit in the Independent game sched
honors of the series. Each man looped ulty set a new intramural record by team, which carries but five colored to be a dangerous menace at all times,
This meet is another athletic event
uled for the evening’s play.
20 points, with Doyra, tall Bobcat, scoring 1,000 pins. This topped the players, is coached and managed by
that has been dominated by the Bob
o-o
Lineup and Summary
close behind with 17. Hileman, Reyn former record held by Sigma Nu No. Izzy Sapenstein, the only white man
This Stebbins boy looked good to us cats, and it again looks as though the
FG FT PFPts.
A. T. 0. (20)
olds and Doyra were pillars of defense 1 by four pins.
traveling with the team. Sapenstein as a defensive guard, but the star of Grizzlies have a good chance to cop
kelson, f ................ ...... 3 1 0 7
for their teams.
Kessler of the Faculty was high takes care of the managing end of both games was Eli Doyra, the tall from their ancient rivals. Boxing looks Robertson, f .......... ...... 3 1 0 7
Grizzlies Cop First
scorer for the day with a total of 643 the game but in case of an injury to Cat guard who stopped many shots the most promising, with the wrestling Watson, c .............. ...... 1 0 2 2
Grizzlies almost threw away the pins. His nearest rival was Ramskill, one of the players, he can step into with his superhuman reach and kept outlook optimistic. The comparative
Beeney, g ................ ...... 2 0 0 4
If You Bring It to Us
first game growing careless in the
a teammate, who toppled a total of the game and play basketball with the the Bobcat offensive clicking at every strengths of the swimming teams is Freebourne, g ....... — . 0 0 2 0
closing minutes to allow the Bobcats 581 pins for the three games. In the best of them.
not known, but the Bobcats still have
In Time
chance.
to cut a nine-point lead to one marker. other two contests the Sigma Chis de
Henry Fox, the Rocky mountain swim
The Trotters are noted for being the
o-o
Totals .................. ...... 9 2 4 20
With seconds to go and the Grizzlies feated the S. A. E.s and the Sigma Nu cleverest and most unique club in the
A1 Heller starred two nights at the king, and that will mean a lot to them.
YOUNGREN
Phi Delts (19)
FG FT PFPts.
ahead, 31-33, the Bobcats found new
country. They clown continually and pivot post for the Grizzlies, while
No. 1 beat Sigma Nu No. 2.
Rathert, f ............. ...... 0 0 0 0
hope but Brown slipped in for an easy
SHO E SHOP
have an a.ct that is guaranteed to keep Brown and Erickson went good enough
0 0 2
Wheaton, f ........... ......1
Following is the scoring of the parone to cinch it for the University,
the spectators in gales of laughter. the first night but blazed into glory in
Ray P. Woods
Lacklen, f ............. ....... 2 1 0 5
Doyra, gigantic Bobcat guard; Vavich, ticipants:
During a recent game with the Free- the second fray - to sink 14 and 12
Conklin, c ............. ....... 1 0 1 2
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Total bourne club in Butte, the Trotters got
Faculty
book shot specialist, and Co-captaln
points, respectively.
Haskell, c ............. ........ 0 0 0 0
Harding showed for the Gold and Ramskill ....... 176 224 181 581 away to a small lead and sent players
o-o
0 0 2
Crowley, g ............. ....1
Blue quint with Hileman’s fight and Suchy ............ 186 203 180 569 away from the floor until they finished
(Continued from Page One)
Hileman and Reynolds worked beau0 2 0
Sullivan, g ........... .......0
149
456
dash, suported by his teammates, out- Severy .......... 146 161
the game with but two men on the tItully. together as guards, and the seats placed at advantageous points Noyes, g ................. ....... 4 0 2 8
Thomas ......... 164 201 116 481 floor. Such antlCB as these make the
standing in the first triumph.
Grizzly victories were due in a large closest to the action. The general ad
Kessler ......... 197 211 235
Linenp and Summary
Harlemites one of the most popular I par^
the defensive work of these mission seats will be directly behind Totals ................. ....... 9 1 5 19
—
-—
FG FT PF Pts.
Grizzlies (36)
clubs in the United States today.
men. Reynolds did his bit from the the reserved section. The whole tour
Referee—Holloway.
1000
869
Totals
.........
6
Brown, f .................... .. 3 0 2
Players Ex-collegians
backboard, and Hileman was every nament will be operated as efficiently
Erickson, t ................. .. 4 0 3 8 Phi Delta Theta—
as possible due to the fact that the
In spite of tnelr clowning, they do place at all times.
.. 5 1 6 11
. 138 134
entire M club membership acts as a
Will Help You Through
o-o
not lack the ability to step in and play
Reynolds, g ................. .. 1 0 1 2 Maury ............ . 126 166 142
Impressions of the series: Doyra unit in the running off of the bouts.
The Lenten Season
straight basketball in a way that daz
Hileman, g ................ .. 4 1 2 9 Baucus .......... . 148 149 167
This
afternoon
at
3
o’clock
all
en
zles their opponents. All of the play reaching out to knock down a Grizzly
Flanagan, f ....... ......... .. 0 0 0 0 Ennis ............ . 126 148 136
trants
will
be
required
to
undergo
a
shot
.
.
.
Hileman
and
Vavich
wrest
ers are ex-colleglans, and have starred
Dahlberg, c ................ .. « 0 0 0 Wigal ............ . 110 158 203
on eastern clubs. Pullins, the 42-year ling with the b a ll.. . . Heller shaking physical examination by “Doc" Schrelold-veteran forward, holds a scoring Yonng under the Grizzly basket. . . .1 ber..
.17 2 3 36
648 755
record that has never been equalled, Brown and Erickson co-operating to!I The lineup for the program:
See TJs at Onr New Location—
FG FT PF Pts. Sigma Chi—
Bobcats (83)
Boxing
scoring 2600 points in one season. add to the Grizzly score.. . . Stebbins j
119 EAST BROADWAY
- 1 .0 1 2
145 164 167
Long is his teammate at forward; talking back to an opponent . . .
Lightweight—Erickson
vs.
Jarvis.
Harding,*f.................. .. 4 0 0 8 Jacobs .......... . 167 170 154
Jackson, a tall boy who gained fame Reynolds breaking up a Bobcat threat. Featherweight—Ferrara vs. Gits.
Young, c .................... ... 2 1 0 5 Worden ........ . 134 132 150
at the College of the City of New . . . Harding and Taylor looking good
Bantamweight—Klnonen vs. Cook.
.. 3 1 0 7
140 140 140
York, plays the pivot position, and on the floor (at the dance).
Middleweight—Zemke vs. McDonald.
Doyra, g ...................... ... 5 1 1 11 Dummy ......... . 140 140 -140
o-o
and Easter and Frazier work together
Light-heavyweight — Krueger vs.
—
—
Stebbins, g ................ .. 0 0 1 0
Grizzly basketball fans had their Bowler.
at guard posts.
Bilant, c .................... ... 0 0 0 0 Totals ......... . 728 746
thrills last Friday and Saturday, and
Heavyweight—Babich vs. Schultz.
— — — — S. A. E —
they will get their laughs and fun next
Wrestling
...15 3 3 33
166 174 140
Monday and Tuesday when the worldLightweight—Rimel vs. Hofiard.
Grizzly Wins Again
VIckerman.... . 125 158 146
famous House of David quint hits the
Featherweight—Karnes vs. Yates.
Bobcats outplayed and outpassed Hartwig ........ . 149 159 145
Montana floor.
Heavyweight—Kuka vs. OlBon.
the Grizzlies In tbe opening mo- Hoven ........... . 122 128 107
o-o
Middleweight—Stevens vs. Copenmenu of the second game to take a Hazel baker ... . 143 173 151
The Davids have a fast, clever club
—
—
Two Contests to Open Schedule for that can clown at times but can also haver.'
17 to 7 lead. A Grizzly barrage of
Season Tomorrow
baskets In the secom hal sent them . Totals ........ .. 706 742
gather points when they are pressed. Welterweight—Cougill vs. Lewis.
Light-heavyweight — Meyers vs.
into a 24-23 lead and the leadership
Sigma Nu No. 1—
They put on a fancy exhibition last
.changed hands five times before Harry R ic e .................. 160 168 123
Intercollege basketball competition year, the ball-handling always draw Grattan.
John Basini, Prof. Fay Clark and
Adams brought relief to Grizzly sup Brown ............ 144 157 162
will begin tomorrow with the Bus! ing a good crowd.
Eddie Coyle will be the judges of the
porters with the gong.
161
200
ness Administration quint facing Arts
McCarthy.........129
boxing
bouts. Bill Dugal will referee.
Heller’s closeup shots kept the Griz Krebs ................ 176 160 178
and Sciences and Journalism meeting
The House of David team is made
zlies in the running, with Erickson Rand .................. 207 180 189
Pharmacy. Thursday evening, For up of ex-collegians who now play for Coach B. F. Oakes, Harry Adams and
‘and Brown contributing 12 and 14
estry and Business Ad will clash in the fun and money they can get. And Frank Parr will be judges of the
points apiece. Young lived up to his Totals ........... 816 865 813 2494 the first game at 7:30, and Pharmacy they get plenty of both. The students wrestling matches.
pre-game ballyhoo and hit the hoop
and Arts and Science will meet. Man and townspeople get a kick out of
Sigma Nu No. 2—
for 15 points but missed four straight Morrison ......... 198 176 222
agers of the various school teams are watching them cavort, and they re
free throws in the last two mlutes Armellng ......... 143 123 140
requested to examine the schedule taliate by making every game an in
OUR WORK
with the game hanging in the balance, Cook .................. 129 225 158
posted in the gymnasium and to have teresting one,
Is Our Best Recommendation
Vavich’s spectacular shots and Doy- Whitcomb ....... 144 158 153
their teams ready to play at the ap
W R O S AFRN5
o-o
ra’s great guarding and generalship Dummy ........... 140 140 140
pointed time. Practice hours must be
of the
The big attraction for the week is Metropole Barber Shop
again showed- for the State College.
arranged with Harry Adams, director the annual M Club boxing and wrest
W OLF- J p A
Basement B. & H. Jewelry Store
Hileman and Reynolds and Stebbins Totals .......... 734 822 813 2296 of minor sports.
ling card tonight. Champions and
held the score down with magnificent
The Intercollege competition will
performances,
conclude the winter quarter minor lished In the Friday issue of the
Lineup and Summary
sports program with the Fraternity Kaimin will substitute the Business
Grizzlies (40)
FG FT PF Pts.
and Independent leagues having com Ad team for the Lawyers who were
H e a r s D e a n S t o n e pleted their schedules last night. Eaoh
When you’re handed the raspberry be- r - ')
Brown, f .............. ....... 6 2 3 14
to have played Wednesday evening,
DRY CLEANERS
Erickson, t .......... ....... 5 2 2 12
of the six teams entered in the inter Practice court sessions on Wednesday
fore your honey . . . puff away y o u r^ C
Heller, c ..._.......... ....... 4 1 1 9 Dean A. L. Stone of the School of college competition will meet every make it impossible tor the Lawyers to
PHONE 8118
grouch with genial B R IG G S. Its saHileman, g .......... ....... 0 0 3 0 Journalism was a visitor at the Nine other team once.
play basketball on that night, necessi
vory prime tobaccos are tempered and £
Hat Blocking
Rug Cleaning
2 1 2 5 Mile CCC camp Friday, where he A change in the schedule as pub- tating the change.
Reynolds, g ..........
seasoned for years in the wood, ’til
spoke on the subject of journalism to
— —
they’re mellow and mild and minus
Totals ................ ........17 6 11 40 members of the camp. Nine Mile camp
all bite . . . The truly biteless blend
Bobcats (88)
FG FT PF Pts. is located at tbe Forestry Remount
Harding, f .......... ........ 0 0 1 0 station near Stark.
. . . the friend a feller needs.
Taylor, f .............. ........ 2 0 2 4 Elmer Bloom, graduate of the School
Vavich, f ............. ........ 6 X X 13 of Journalism, has charge of the jourKEPT FACTO RY FRESH
Yonng, o ............. ........ 6 3 1 15 nalism classes at the camp. He is with
b y in ner lln in f of
Doyra, g ................ ........ 3 0 2 6 the public relations department of the
iL L O P H A N S
0 0 1 0 Forest Service.
Stebbins, g ..........
Hundreds of teachers, students and college graduates will earn two hundred dollars or more this summer.
0 0 0 Last Wednesday, Prof. H. K. Snell
Bilant, c ............... ........0
_
_ _ spoke to the Nine Mile workers on
SO CAN YOU. Hundreds of others will secure a better position and a larger salary for next year. YOU CAN
BE ON E O F TH EM . Complete information and helpful suggestions will be mailed on reecipt of a three-ccnt
T o ta ls............... ------17 4 s 38 ‘‘Causes of the Depression and What
stamp.
Referee—H. Elliott, Missoula; um Is Being Done to Correct It."
(Teachers address D ept T. All others address Dept S.)
pire—V. Glynn, Harlowtown.
HARRIGAN VISITS HERE
EX-COACH IS BELIEF HEAD
—r~
-------Kathleen Harrlgan, a graduate of
1812 Downing St.
Denver, Colo.
J. W. Stewart, former Grizzly foot- the School of Journalism, ’32, visited
Covers the E N T IR E United States
ball and basketball mentor, is now jin Missoula over the week-end. Miss
supervisor of the relief work being Harrigan was business manager of
School Officials! You may wire us your vacancies at our expense, if speed is urgent. You will receive com
carried on in eight western Montana last year’s Sentinel. She resides in
plete, free confidential reports by air mail within 36 hours.
counties.
IBillings.
O F . LoriUsrd Co., lot.
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Botanists Compile
Dr. F. C. Scheuch
University Charter Rocky Mountain
Chapman Is Victor Lowndes Maury
Record o f Flowers
Discusses Early
Day Is Celebrated Flora Catalogued
In Practice Courll Receives Award
A list of spring flowers and the date
Of Scholarship of their appearance is being made by
(Continuedfrom
fromPage
PageOne)
One)
School Life Here]
(Continued
* j
By Botany Group Kelleher Is Attorney for Defense;)

Mason Is Judge
when he or she is to go into the world
the Department of Botany, under the
Montana Graduate to Study Music direction of Dr. C. L. Hitchcock, Dr.
Program Presented by Press Club iand meet its challenge unhampered | willow, Figwort, Parsnip Families
Jack Chapman, as attorney for the I
At Malkin Conservatory;
J. W. Severy and Dr. C. W. Waters.
Commemorates Charter Day
und unafraid.
j
Sent to Experts in East
Schoenberg Teacher
plaintiff in the first School of Law
The purpose is to keep a record of
At University
"There are few short cuts to fame |
For Identification
Lack of Experience Is Apparent
practice court last Wednesday eve
in this life, and such as there may be |
•
the unusually early appearance of
In Defeat By Outside
...
niiorfoV n<iv nr are filled with obstacles and desperate I
.
,
, , ning, secured $500 in a $10,000 dam
Lowndes Maury, '31, after submit spring flowers this year to compare
College ClubS
F C Scheuch spoke to membera oH chances which the traveler must an- The State University Department of age suit against the Citizens’ Ice com ting several of his compositions to with data of future years.
F. c. bcneucn spoKe io memoers oi
Botany has prepared an herbarium
counter and take.
,
1
-■ _ , pany. Attorney for the defense was Arnold Schoenberg, composer and The flowers that have been listed
The inexperienced men’s rifle team the Press club last Wednesday evening AOWn av ° ,n( „a ° , „ „ .
t.
Irepresentative of northern Rocky Grant Kelleher. Prof. D. R. Mason
teacher, has been awarded a scholar so far are: bnttercup, mountain pink,
on
“The
University
of
Montana
When
State
Proud
of
University
|
Mountain
tlora. This catalogued coldropped matches to the University of
served as judge and the jury was made ship at the Malkin Conservatory of wallflower, fleabane, cogswellla, pussy
“The State is proud of its Greater Iiecy on 0f dried and pressed specimens
Hawaii, Colorado School of Mines, and It Was First Begun."
up
of
spectators.
Music in Boston.
willow, dandelion and shepherd’s
Montana State College, while the ■When Dr. Scheuch came to Montana University and of the men and women of plants wI11 be of great use to botany
This case was the first of a series
Maury left recently for an indef purse, All of these were out before
women’s rifle team lost one to the from Indiana to teach in 1895, the Uni who compose Its faculty. It has furn-. gtudents, as well as anyone else Into be held this quarter and next. The inite stay in Boston. Plans which he the first of February.
University of Vermont and one to the versity of Montana had a faculty of Ished and will go on furnishing the terested in it. It consists of more
next case on the calendar is that of had made for a program to be pre
five. At this time there were only six wherewithal for its maintenance, look- j£ban twenty-two thousand sheets,
South Dakota State college.
Mary Beeler vs. The Campbell Grocery sented here hare been abandoned. He
The Bozeman team as well as the students who had obtained college ing not for monetary return but harKIWANIS HEARS PHILLIPS
Some of the groups have been sent company, a suit for personal injuries.
was to have been assisted by John
other two men’s teams have been standing. The other 180 members of boring the hope that in years to come to experts for identification. The
Attorney for the plaintiff will be Ed Crowder at the piano and Prof. A. H.
Paul C. Phillips, professor of history
shooting outside matches for a num the school were first-, second- and its graduates may take over the con
willow group, one of the most com- mund Burke, Bozeman, and attorney
and political science, spoke on
Weisberg on the violin.
ber of years while this is the first third-year prep students. Dr. Scheuch duct of the commonwealth and so
plete in the herbarium, and also one 1f 0r the defense, Bob, Hendon, Lewisyear for such matches at the State said that it took 13 years to graduate guide it that they will be known to
Arnold Schoenberg, under whom he “George Washington’s Birthday” this
of the most difficult to get because town.
noon at a Kiwanis club meeting.
these students but that some of them hare kept the faith. The men and
University.
of easy hybridization, is now being The sophomore class in journalism is to study, was recently forced to flee
Captain A. E. Rothermich, who is have since attained heights in their women- of today will count their ef
identified by Dr. Carleton Rayball of will, serve as jury in some of the from Germany by the Nazis when they
forts well expended if the men and
Emily Mills visited at her home in
the riflery instructor, said that the fields of work.
took
over
power
In
that
country.
He
the Bureau of Plant Industry of the cases.
two teams did exceptionally well con
Dr. Scheuch said that even though women of tomorrow measure up to United States Department of Agricul
is one of the founders of the modern Hamilton Saturday.
sidering the -little time they have been the school was small there was loy the standard set by the Institution
school of music known as “atonal."
ture. He complimented the work of
shooting and the experience they have alty, not much selfishness and a good whose beginning we celebrate this
the botanists and said that the collec
The Malkin Conservatory was
had.
Phone 2442
morale. Everybody worked for the in day,”
tion was of help to him in locating
founded largely to give him a base
In the match with the University o f| stitution and there were many tradi
the extension of the ranges of some
from which to operate. He already RAINBOW BARBER SHOP AND
Vermont women's team, that team tions. The students were often heard
of the species.
has built a group of artiste much In
BEAUTY PARLOR
turned in a perfect score which in to say, “We have a small school but
Institutional Management cl;
the same manner as the Einstein study
Another group well represented is
dicates what a difference a team of a good one."
136 Higgins Ave.
under the direction of Mrs. Monica group was founded at Princeton u n i
the
figwort
family.
This
was
worked
experienced veterans makes. The The Sigma Nu trio, composed of Earl Eck, who was graduated from
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL
B. Swearingen; took two field trips versity.
over
in
1931
by
Dr.
Francis
W.
Pen
South Dakota State college women's John Previs, Leonard Marsh and Ber the School of Pharmacy in 1929, is
last week, Tuesday to the Northern
Maury attended the Chicago Musical
team barely nosed out the State Uni nard Shaholm, entertained with three now employed in the wholesale depart nell of the Philadelphia Academy of
Sciences, who was here then. There Pacific hospital, and Wednesday to the college last year, and has been living
versity co-eds by four points.
ment of the Missoula Drug company.
numbers.
Missoula Laundry company. These at home in Butte where he was a
are
eight
or
nine
hundred
sheets
on
J; The score of the rifle matches were
George Snyder, Great Falls, who
trips are made as a regular part of member of Mr. Crowder’s piano en
as follows: University of Vermont Early-day cylindrical phonograph attended the State University in 1931, this family.
semble and a teacher of piano.
Dr. Mildred Mathias of the Carnegie the course.
. women, 500; State University of Mon records were played on an Edison has sold a cover design to Household
-This week the class will visit the
fireside
gramaphone
that
was
first
museum
in
Pittsburgh
is
doing
the
tana women, 479. South Dakota State
magazine which will appear on the
Pnfronize Kalmin Advertisers
^college women, 242; State University patented in 1896. K. D. Swan, Forest November issue. This is the second treatment of the parsnip family of St. Patrick’s hospital.
Service photographer, loaned the
flora. Another of the most complete
? of Montana women, 238. University of
one he has sold to this magazine.
gramaphone
to
the
Press
club
for
the
NOEL
MELTON
EMPLOYED
groups
is
that
of
grasses
and
sedges.
Hawaii men, 1,853; State University
Rtith Riedell is conducting a special
Charter Day program. It is one of the
BY STANDARD OIL CO.
men, 1,767. Colorado School of Mines
USED CABS
few gramaphones existing in this part class in handicrafts while attending
The First National Bank
■men, 911; State University men, 894.
the
Cleveland School of Art. The class
Bought and Sold
of the country.
Noel
M.
Melton,
who graduated in
Montana State College men, 942, and
jonsisls of 15 girls from a Polish setThe First and Oldest
1931 with a B.A. in chemistry, has
Early-day campus Pictures were’ Uemeilt whose names 3he cannot yet
. State University men, 901.
National Bank in
shown by means of a “magic lantern.” pronounce.
been employed as a chemist by the
Montana
216 W. Main S t
Phone 2196
These photographs were donated by Maribeth Miller, former University
Standard Oil company. He Is work
Mrs. A. W. Wilcox, who is the daugh student, who has been attending KinThe third man in western Montana ing at its oil fields in Midwest, Wyo.
ter of Oscar J. Craig, first president man Business college, has returned to to receive the highest 'honor in the Mr. Melton was formerly an analyst
of the University.
Scout system, David Hope, Hamilton at the Fitzimmons General hospital in
Missoula.
Bob Matsen, graduate of the Boy Scout commissioner, has received Denver, Colo.
MOUNTAINEERS’ PICNIC IS
School of Forestry with the class of the Silver Beaver award for distin
HEED AT COUNCIL GROVE '33, has a position as technical fore guished service to boyhood. The other
Games Scheduled Tonight Changed
man in a Forest Service ECW camp at men are Dr. C. H. Clapp and Thomas
To 7 s80 Tomorrow
Layfield of Missoula. <
About twenty-five townspeople and Irons, Mich.
All persons interested in selling ad
Evening
C. W. Bloom, '27, has a teaching fel
State University students led by HarMr. Hope has been active with the vertising for the Sentinel please see
B uy T h em by the Carton and Save
Lynn, Missoula, attended the lowship In the Forest Management Hamilton troop since 1923, when he Faye Nimbar.
Alpha Phi beat Alpha Chi Omega,
10 Per Cent
60-17, in the first elimination contest Mountaineer picnic Sunday at Council department of the New York State began work with the late Howard
Esther Strauss and Jane Thelen,
of the women's basketball tournament grove, three miles west of Missoula. College of Forestry at Syracuse uni Cornish, for whom the Scout camp on
The
group
played
volley
ball,
base
versity.
Skalkaho creek has been named. Last former students of the School of Jour
last Thursday evening in the women's
ball and other games at the histor
Virginia Bode, Butte, entered the Saturday he led in mobilizing the nalism, spent the week-end In Mis
gymnasium.
^P layers on the Alpha Phi team were ically famous grove. The party lasted Northern Pacific hospital yesterday Hamilton troops in the call for serv soula. They returned to Great Falls
for treatment.
ice from President Roosevelt.
Sunday.
Margaret Leighland, Great Falls, for until late Sunday afternoon.
ward; Esther Swanson, Billings, for
ward; Alberta Wickware, Valier, cen
ter forward; Evelyn Myrdal, Missoula,
center guard; Maxine Janes, Culbert
son, guard, and Katherine Thayer,
Helena, guard.
Those on the Alpha Chi team were
Ruth Hiers, Miles City, forward;
Gladys Swanson, Glendive, forward;
Dorothea Eder, Hardin, center .for
ward; Lois Wohlwend, Missoula, cen
ter guard; Helen Ostendorf, Cleveland,
Ohio, guard, and Audrey Graff, Big
timber, guard.
Maybelle Kerin, Missoula, was ref
eree; Mary Castles, Superior, umpired.
.Storekeepers were Peggy Wilcox,
Sweet Grass, and Ada Wood, Stevensville. Laura Martin, Stevensville, and
Virginia Bode, Butte, were time
keepers.
uses Turkish tob acco— from Sam soun,
Kappa Delta forfeited Its game with
Smyrna, Cavalla and Xanthi.
Alpha Xi Delta, which was to have
been played the same evening.
Then it blends and cross-blends them
Games scheduled for this evening
have been postponed until 7:30 o’clock
. . . because spicy, aromatic Turkish is the
with various kinds of choice home-grown
tomorrow evening. Alpha Delta Pi
will play Alpha Phi and Kappa Alpha
best seasoning there is for a cigarette.
tobaccos in the right balance to give you
Theta will play Delta Gamma.
It adds something to flavor and aroma
a cigarette that’s milder, a cigarette that
The inter-hall game will be played
tomorrow evening at 7:15 o'clock.

Home Ec Class Visits
Missoula Institutions

Brevities

1934

STUDEBAKER
A t Nybo’s

Hope Gets Same
Honor Clapp Holds

Alpha Phis Win
From Alpha Chis
In Hoop Struggle

NYBO’S, Inc.

Edison Mazda Lamps
MONTANA POW ER COMPANY

^ a c h year Turkey and Greece skip us
thousands of kales of fine tobaccos_
But why send4,000

miles fo r tobacco ?

that no other tobacco can give. Chesterfield

tastes better.

Dependable Laundry Service

Florence Laundry Co.
Dial 2302

|
i
I
i
1

Professional
Directory

A leaf o f Turkish tobacco—-smaller than the
palm o f ’your band— 8 0 0 or more to the
pound. There are many thousands o f these
leaves in each o f these bales below, ready for
shipment to America.

DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Pbone 2321

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

BORG JEWELRY &
OPTICAL COMPANY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
Dr. Frank Borg, Optometrist

j j |j ^

TURKISH
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^
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